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The view from the Fei ris wheel al dusk is 
spectacular 178 feel tall, the wheel stands 
perpendicular to the end ol the Vi'i n 
Willi which rises toward it. becoming! 

•'- half as high Enormous alligator* 
(made using Mardi (iras lloal technoloj 
their reptilian skn. i:.• v->inĵ  ai tht torsi 
in rcM.i! their stee' skeletons, t limb along 
the Wonderwall'sscaffolding. Their paws 
and tails drape owe i its tl In facades, in 
apparenl pursuit <>t several stylized i" 
i .ins. Below, William Turnbull's < aj 
Walk ambles serenely along the edgeol .i 

• m, li Is the Wonderwall's i 
m o m e n t ,i ti lumpii 

1 he Wonderwall is the linear center] 
• Jt tin- Louisiana World Exposition ol 
198 4, going on in New Orleans through 
ii November. The I xposition occupies 

•c of oi ei BO acres along the banks ol 
Mississippi Rivet extending rougl j 

from Poydras Street to the Greatei Mis-
pp River Bridge The site is splendid 

i difficult i ineat barriers levee 
.. band ol railroad tracks to 

si n • hart es thai keep tht • 
ill \ i I r ms sur] rising!) separated 
from its river cut the site in two It i : . 
n ist Sorm t\ trui 
from the < tj srevrt i g w an • 
fall within the fair's fences, adding flavoi 
.nit! boosting the rem w al ol the area but 
introducing the uncertainties of rem 
in.it and preservation to tht ahead; 
staggering tasks (it the architects 

The New Orleans architectural firm ol 
Perez Assex iatea acted as mastei planners 
and L h el are hitet tsol the fair, leading a 
group ol some three dozen architectural 
and engineering firms which togethei 
designed or renovated tht fair's buildings, 
The Perez firm designed the New Orleans 
Convention Center that occupies t ̂  acres 
of the site and accommodates a host ol 
exhibits and concessions for the fair, its 
first tenant. The Perez effort, with the 
active Involvement of principal August 
Perez III. was headed by R. Allen Eske ,t 
Dennis Brady and Charles Sanders worked 
directly with Eskew from the beginning 
of the project, some 40 months ago. and 
40 members of the Perez firm were 
involved. 

Perez Associates invited Charles W. 
Moore to participate in the design of the 
fair, repeating an arrangement that has 
worked amicably several times since 
Moore's first collaboration with the firm 
on the St. Joseph Fountain ol the Piazza 
d'Italia. Ultimately as involved in the 
lair as Moore was William Turnbull, his 
former partner and freu,uent collaborator. 
At Moore's suggestion, Perez hired Arthur 
Anderson and Leonard Salvato, twoyoung 
architects who moved to New Orleans 1.1 
work specifically on Moore's parts of the 
lair. Between them this group of seven 
Eskew, Brady, Sanders. Moore, Turnbull. 
Anderson, and Salvato made a bod' i 
decisions that determined the fair's .irclii-
tectural character. To reduce the scheme 
to its broadest stroke! ises tin 
underlying visual and organizational idi as 

Moore and Turnbull, with Eskew as 
editor, strategist, and taci it ian 

Whenyou ta lk topeoph • \ . Orleans, 
expect food analogies People here speak 
a great deal ahoi I I* hal the] i al "< rumbl i 
not souffle -.. s Allen Eskew, describing 
the creative process of making a fail The 
idea is that the process an* nts 
cannot be predicted, and l i l t results 

not be pree ious, During the courseol 
the design, tin pai tit. i)>ation ol corpora-
tions and natii ns was in constant flux; 

t ts i hanged: the m I inces 
d l i o m O I K srdt <>| tht site t o the 

i ;. In tin face ol .. 
needed that had constant elements Inde-
pendent ofthe changing program What 
emerged was a long loop of circulation 
defined on the land side b] the Wonder-

marching the length ol the s.i e. ami 
on the other side by two levels of walk-
n aj a standing along the edge of the 
Mi-sissippj Rive: Three set! ol bridges 
and ramps- two growing out of < entennial 
Plaza near the Citj Gati the othei 
taking off from the artfullj sloped and 
covered perambulations oi tin Cajun 
W'.ilk in a* iln Bridge Gate climb 

Iroad ti.it ks and the flood 
I i lie loop at thi opposite 

ends ol the siti 
Wonderwallare the .tan- thel rati 

- to Poydras M m t th< Cem 
Business District, and tht French Quarter; 
the Bridge d a n opens onto an expanse 
of parking beneath and beyoni 
Greater Mississippi Rivei Bridge 

The Wonderwall useli is a construction 
of concrete stabs arul columns stacked 
high with steel Scaffolding. A set of thin-
plaster wall (dements- arches, pediments, 
and domes of all sorts hang from the 
structure in many permutations of se-
quence They are broken, stacked, layered, 
and penetrated in dozens of ways along 
the wall's half-mile length. The wall break-
rank occasionall) lor an intersecting axis 
or lor one ol sculptor Kent Bloomer's 
spreading aluminum trees which, abstract 
but intricate, give needed relief. The kit 
of parts is a rich one. There are places 
along the way where invention flags. 
where the melody becomes repetitive or 
the rendition sounds tinny. But overall 
the Wonderwall is a fine stroke, success-
ful in its multiplicity of roles: container 
of shops, performance stages and oases; 
marker of half the fair's principal circula-
tion route; distrainor from South Front 
Street's scraggly double row of power 
lines; and most importantly, a single 
integrated piece of design, essentially 
independent of program, long and strong 
enough to give a formal armature to the 
irregular site. 

There may be an analogy between the 
Wonderwall and the fair as a whole. Both 
work because they attain a requ 
richness, because the) pass beyond a 
certain point. Excess i> necessity, Could 
the Wonderwall make do with fewei 
domes or alligators? Does the lair >, 
us nightly firewoi ss display front a barge 
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in the Mississippi? How much is enough? 
How little is too little? Can there be too 
much? 

In the middle of the vast New Orleans 
Convention Center is a small concrete 
lagoon that is instructive to consider. 
Several fanciful "ships" float back and 
forth in it on straight, parallel tracks 
("layered" paths one might say in the 
current jargon) designed so that the ship 
images can come together and pull apart 
in various ways. Theships themselves are 
of cunning design, quite varied in Image 
and material. One is made of wood 
lattice, incorporating the shape- of an 
elephant, and another is a handsome 
mass intended tosuggest a floating magic 
mountain from which flow the rivers of 
the fair's theme. The lagoon and its 
ensemble are a vestige of an early idea of 
.1 stream that would flow the length of 
the site. 

This lagoon sounds terrific, but visually 
it doesn't work; it is hard to say win 
Being inside, the lagoon looks 
disturbingly artificial and lacks the play 
of natural light on its waters. Parts of the 
scheme were eliminated by budget cuts 
.mil lime constraints. A minor failure 
.mud outstanding successes, this lagoon 
deserves attention because it shows 
through the possibility of failure the 
imperative of going far enough, of 
attending to just enough details. ;md to 
attaining a critical mass oftheatrie.il 
effects beyond which everything seems 
wonderful and without whkh things fall 
flat The wonder, and the real design 
achievement of the t.ur, is that tins 
incredibly demanding critical mass has 
been attained so much of the time The 
Peres - Moore/Turnbull team li;is taken 
an admirably bold approach. To cele-
brate the fair's inherent vitality, but stop 
it short of chaos, they have not merely 
arranged a disparate set of exhibits, 

amusements, and concessions like so 
many ungainly flowers, they have instead 
actively intervened. The play they 
devised is not merely implicit; it is made 
explicit. A gate for this fair is not merely 
the absence of a wall; it is a built cartoon, 
a constructed vision imbued with 
wizardry sufficient to alter one's mood 
when passing through it. The fair's mid-
way is not merely a wide path marked by 
the absence of buildings. The path, with 
a strong sense of paradox, is a wall that 
people can walk into and on either side 
of as they pursue the attractions of the 
fair. At the two opposite ends of the 
Wonderwall there are no idle formal 
plazas but real places where water, light, 
color, and structure appeal simulta-
neously to one's eyes and one's memory 
in making Centennial Pla/.a and Bayou 
Plaza 

At Centennial Ptaza, just inside the Grit's 
City Gate, there is no sign explaining 
that if you stand in the center of a certain 
aedicule you can look across .1 lagoon 
and see an elevation of the Main Hall ol 
the World's Industrial and Cotton 
Centennial Exposition held at Audubon 
Park in New Orleans in 1 8H4. The effect 
is serene; the water of the lagoon 
separates the image of the pavilion from 
the visual contusion of its surroundings. 
Those who have read the official guide-
book know the trick, " f rom a 
designated spot on the lagoon's edge, a 
set of Beven modules in an astonishing 
architectural configuration appear as a 
.single structure." from .my Other 
vantage they appear as interesting but 
fragmentary Second Empire forms 
suggested by piling up scaffolding on a 
concrete base, applying plywood 
facades, inserting h i tms and other 
Statuary, ami draping the interiors with 
shifting clouds ol gauze. Some .ire small, 
some ate large, depending on their 
distance from the viewing point. 
Although some are islands, they are 
connected to the shore and one can walk 
among them, exploring their quite 
different scales .md the views framed by 
their arches. At the edge of the lagoon is 

ivered promenade known as the 
Empress's Walk. It is lined with benches 
and is a populai place to Sit < me can 
sometimes see small barges in the 

lagoon, fanciful shapes of fish or sea 
monsters, elegant in detail, designed and 
built by Michael Crosby's students at the 
Tulane University School of Architec-
ture. 

Centennial Plaza, its buildings and 
lagoons, are principally the work of 
Charles Moore and Arthur Anderson. It 
was Moore's favorite piece of the fair to 
describe in napkin sketches to his 
friends. Anderson also coordinated the 
design of the City Gate nearby, which 
had its genesis in drawings by Duke 
Keiter and owes much to the sculptural 
work of the Barth family who design and 
build the most beautiful of New 
Orleans's Mardi Gras floats. One wished 
for a camera during the last stage of the 
gate's construction: workmen in the sun, 
looking like they came from a National 
Geographic pictorial on the quarries at 
Carrara, would finish carving a rusticated 
piece of the gate's wall and then toss it 
lightly to a helper - the "stones" are 
stacked blocks of Styrofoam. 

An interesting comparison of Mardi Gras 
technologies and styles is available in the 
fair's two gates. In contrast to the Barth 
Brothers' monochrome subtlety (rela-
tively speaking) at the City Gate. Blaine 
Kern erected next to tire Bridge Gate a 
sensuously sprawling goddess, half 
submerged in water, and a towering 
Neptune astride a couple of rearing 
alligators. Kern's wildly polychrome 
figures dwarf the tourists lorever being 
photographed next to them. The 
goddess's langOurOUS hand, if alive, 
could grab you as if you were a 
Lilliputian. Far less interesting artist-
ically than those of the Barths. Kern's 
figures are nevertheless more compel-
ling presences. Their size, color, and 
vigor succeed at the lair's scale. They 
force their surroundings into subservi-
ence and threaten Leonard Salvato's 
nicely conceived gate structure with ns 
pelican shaped brackets and giant, 
rotating disco ball. Nearby, beyond the 
Cajun Walk, is Dennis Brady's 
Aquaiadc, tie.11 and lively with its twin 
diving towers and mobile stage. 

Across the tracks and along the river's 
edge, the upper and lower concourses of 

the International Pavilion (also by 
Dennis Brady) extend for some 1,200 
feet. They house, warehouse-like, in-
stallations of the participating countries. 
Ships of different nations dock at the 
wharves and are open for visiting. Cable-
suspended benches carry tourists back 
and forth overhead. There is a sense 
here, however, that something is miss-
ing. Properly addressed, the Mississippi 
River could certainly hold its own 
against the Wonderwall, which enlivens 
a similar linear stretch on the other side 
of the site. But the architecture never 
embraces the river, and a plan lor a linear 
aqueduct structure by Duke Reiter was 
scrapped in a budget cut. Adequate but 
anonymous, the International Pavilion 
shows what the whole fair might have 
been without sufficient infusions of 
invention. 

Among local skeptics (whose number 
was legion before the lair opened) a 
standard question was, "Why would any-
body who doesn't have to come to New 
Orleans in the summer?" The question 
underestimates the city's charms and over-
looks a thriving summer tourist 
business, but it does have a point borne-
out, perhaps, by smaller-than-expecled 
crowds and attendant financial difficul-
ties. Typical New Orleans weather 
delines the word "muggy," and summer 
tains, far from clearing (he air. saturate it 
with heavy vapor. Fan designers have 
responded to this situation with Intel 
ligence, an awareness of history, and 
some invention. Spaced periodically 
outdoors are a series of oases, shaded 
outdoor rooms with plates to sit. some 
with tables, some without, The most 
successful arc- Duke Reiler's square 
pavilions covered with several layers of 
hipped metal roofs, stacked and spaced 
to allow air flow between them. In the 
airy and cool space below, a swarm of 
n i l ing Inns assists the natural air flow 
around a central fountain. Shade, air 
flow, and moving water - the historical 
tooling devices foi hot climates still 
provide a gentle alternative to the shock 
of air-conditioning. Water, the fan's 
theme ("Thi World ol Rivers; Fresh 
Water as a Sourceoi Life"), is celebrated 
in numerous fountains and particularly 
in Herb Rosenthal's playful Water 
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garden beside the Ferris wheel. 

Capitalizing on the cooling effects of 
shade and air movement along the 
Mississippi River is one of several signal 
successes of the fair's amphitheater. 
Magnificently sited at the river's edge, it 
was initially designed by Frank Gehry of 
Los Angeles with Charles Sanders of 
Perez Associates. Gehry withdrew from 
the process rather early, and the struc-
ture as completed is largely the work of 
Sanders who also designed the clear, 

Cite Fall 1984 
eluding the Piazza d'ltalia fountain a few 
blocks from the fair. Lighting at the 
Piazza combines neon with glowing light 
from hidden sources, whereas lines and 
masses of tiny bulbs dominate the fair. 
The effect is much the same. In both 
places there is a pervasive softness of 
illumination that entices one to look 
closer at the objects lit. At night at the 
fair, one is surprised that such an effect 
can be carried off. One would expect the 
quiet sparkle of the Wonderwall, towers, 
and arches etched in light to be over-

\ 

straightforward monorail stations. The 
amphitheater is also direct, with fl 
jagged, almost undesigned, esthetic in a 
lucid combination ol structure, (unc-
tion, and form. One large roof slopes to 
the river, and a series ol flap-like planes 
deals with ihi southern and western sun 
coming I mm behind the audience. Fifty-
Rve hundred people can sit m radiating 
rows oi seats with unobstructed views 
and a surprising sense ol intimacy with 
the performers. To either side is a well-
tramed view oi the river Algiers Point 
to the north and the Greater Mississippi 
River Hridge to the south. The Stage 9 
backdrop itselt tan open to the tiver, 
[Mowing lor performances Irom docked 
hips or dramatic entrances oi per-

formers by boat. 

The extensive landscaping .it the lair is 
ill leased every leaf, bloom, branch. 
.ind root. Alter I 1 November it will be 
i arted up and i arned ofl h\ its suppliers. 
The plants ire beginning to look it 

"tin-, recovering Irom then initial 
surprise ("shock" is the Horticultural 

.ii rinding themselves literally 
uprooted and set down on --nun HO 

is ii palms 
ibleasthi aluminumIrondsoi Kent 

loraer'i Wonderwall trees in sin. 
the palms have been treated very 

• h 'he sarin IS <;.,•, v I heir pi 
ricated counterparts; young Chinese 

I a top metal columns in the 
nature in 

imghl have done with a trunk. 

• >i the least ol thei.i in i 
ess ol select ic n i tnta 

considi 
Izu vines and banana tt 

• re sought out ind planted 
andscape architect Luis Guevara ol 

Design i onsortium in New Orleans, 
Morning glories grow happily and 
ijuickly up hardware cloth in places 

re .i List screen was needed. Moon 
vines are planted with them so that their 
nocturnal white flowers work the 
i vetting shilt alter the mornini; glories 
lade. 

Guevara knows New Orleans plants. If 
the lair as a whole has worked to Identify 
itsell with the city's personality, the 
landscaping gives a special instance oi 
the local connection. Notwithstanding 
the craziness oi instant landscaping, 
something ol the city outside the lair's 

9 creeps in with the mirliton vines on 
the Wonderwall 

In the final days before the fair opened. 
Kichard Peters was everywhere on the 
site, especially .it night, concerned with 
the individual and collective effect oi 
hundreds oi thousands ol light bulbs. He 
wore a hard hat studded with twinkle 
lights lit by A power pack, all made lor 
him as a present by the lighting 
contractors. Friends could spot him, he 
reported, from as far away as the Greater 
Mississippi River Bridge. Former 
chairman ol the Department ol Archi-
tecture at Berkeley, Peters has designed 
the lighting for many projects in which 
Charles Moore has been involved, in-

Pavilions in the lagoon at Centennial Plaza 
(Photo hy Malcolm Heard, Jr.). 

whelmed by the sideshows around and in 
it. In tact, Peters has orchestrated this 
lighting - all of it - so that the fair's 
inherent cacophony turns into some-
thing smooth and episodic, like Dixie-
land jazz. This orchestration, missing in 
the daytime, transforms the fair when 
dusk approaches. The fair is most 
beautiful in the evening. 

The lighting is seductive, the planting is 
artful, and there are places to test and 
cool off. There is livelv architectural 
design and some sensitive renovation 
(Tonv Styant-Browne's interior spaces at 
the Federal l-iber Mills Building, lor 
example). Although a host oi details 
have been carefully tended to the 1984 
Louisiana World Exposition is no 
exercise in total design. Exhibition 
design ranges from excellent to terrible. 
The Popeye's Fried Chicken stands are 
no less offensive at the fair than outside 
The architects' strategy has not been to 
ponder every display i ast and design 

mcession; rh.it was not possible. 
But with admirable energj ind -kill thev 
have selected and built i few tssential 
pieces uvu u,nes, iwo plazas with 

, HI amphithe Vonder 
wall that are strong enough and 

to dominate one s 
nn oi the heir l a m n 

iment sim • 
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